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About the Book

In the wake of her family?s collapse, a writer and her two young sons move to London. The process of this upheaval is 

the catalyst for a number of transitions --- personal, moral, artistic and practical --- as she endeavors to construct a new 

reality for herself and her children. In the city, she is made to confront aspects of living that she has, until now, avoided, 

and to consider questions of vulnerability and power, death and renewal, in what becomes her struggle to reattach herself 

to, and believe in, life.

Filtered through the impersonal gaze of its keenly intelligent protagonist, TRANSIT sees Rachel Cusk delve deeper into 

the themes first raised in her critically acclaimed novel OUTLINE and offers up a penetrating and moving reflection on 

childhood and fate, the value of suffering, the moral problems of personal responsibility, and the mystery of change.

In this second book of a precise, short, yet epic cycle, Cusk describes the most elemental experiences, the liminal 

qualities of life. She captures with unsettling restraint and honesty the longing to both inhabit and flee one?s life, and the 

wrenching ambivalence animating our desire to feel real.

Discussion Guide

1. TRANSIT begins with an unnamed narrator describing an online solicitation for an astrological reading. What is her 

attitude toward the e-mail and the astrologer? Is it surprising that she purchases the reading? How does this turn out to be 

significant later in the book?
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2. TRANSIT is structured as a series of interactions between the narrator and people she comes in contact with as she 

transitions from a marriage and a comfortable life in a country house to life as a single mother in a rundown London flat. 

What do we know about her ex-husband and her marriage? How do each of the other characters contribute to her 

transition?

3. How would you describe the narrator? Is she compassionate? Frightened? Successful? Cruel? What kind of mother is 

she? Is she ready for the changes she is facing or is she in survival mode --- simply doing her best to cope?

4. Who is Gerard? Do you think the narrator is fair in her description of him? Why did she leave him? How has he 

changed?

5. The narrator purchases a home in need of extensive renovation. Her downstairs neighbors live in squalor, while the 

people next door seem to be a happy family with an orderly and attractive home. What does the narrator mean when she 

observes: ?It seemed so strange that these two extremes --- the repellent and the idyllic, death and life --- could stand 

only a few feet apart and remain mutually untransformed?? How is this motif repeated in other sections of the book --- at 

the hair salon, the literary festival, her cousin?s house in the country?

6. While the narrator is visiting Paula and John, her downstairs neighbors, she notices a large photograph of an attractive 

young woman, which she slowly recognizes as Paula. What possibilities might this suggest?

7. The narrator frequently describes a sense of unreality experienced by herself and others --- a feeling of watching 

actors on a stage or of being an actor. ?He knew all the actors --- as soon as he went inside he became one of them,? 

Gerard says of the people he and Diane lived with in Toronto. The narrator responds that her older son had told her that 

moving back to London ?felt like he was acting a part in a play.? What are other examples? What causes this sensation?

8. The idea of freedom comes up repeatedly. What are some of the ways freedom is described? What are its 

consequences? What does the narrator mean when she tells her cousin Lawrence that freedom ?is a home you leave once 

and can never go back to?? When driving in heavy fog to visit him and his wife, why does she say that ?the feeling of 

danger was merged with an almost pleasurable sense of anticipation, as though some constraint or obstruction was about 

to be finally torn down, some boundary broken on the other side of which lay release.?

9. Would you describe TRANSIT as a funny book? What are some comic elements?

10. What is the nature of the obsession the writing student Jane feels for the painter Marsden Hartley? What is it about 

his life that makes her identify with him and compels her to write about him? Does the narrator, her writing teacher, 

encourage or dissuade her?

11. What kind of person is the narrator?s friend Amanda, who arrives late for coffee because her indoor sprinkler system 

went off and soaked everything in her house? How has her relationship with her boyfriend, Gavin, evolved? Compare 

her relationship with Gavin to that of other couples in the book. Does a point of view about love and commitment 

emerge?

12. The report the narrator receives from the online astrologer predicts that a specific day will be ?of particular 

significance in the coming phase of transit.? Does this prediction come true? What is the astrological meaning of ?phase 



of transit?? How does it apply to the narrator?s life?

13. The narrator describes several homes: her own, Amanda?s, the workman Pavel?s house in Poland, Paula and John?s 

basement apartment, Gerard?s flat, her cousin Lawrence?s house in the country. What does each of these reveal about 

the people who live there? Does a nice house guarantee a good life? Why did the narrator choose to buy ?a bad house in 

a good street??

14. Why do we not learn the narrator?s name --- Faye --- until late in the book? Why does it appear only once?

15. The last section is the longest and in many ways the most surreal. What are the elements that contribute to the 

unreality? What are the transitions, or ?points of transit?? What is Faye feeling at the end?

Author Bio

Rachel Cusk is the author of the Outline trilogy, the memoirs ALIFE'S WORK and AFTERMATH, and several other 

works of fiction and nonfiction. She is a Guggenheim fellow. She lives in Paris.

Critical Praise

?Outstanding?. As always, Cusk?s ear for language and dialogue is sharp; her characters speak about universal ideas, 

such as anxiety and lust. This marvelous novel continues the author?s vivid exploration of the human condition.? 
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